Administration and Finance
  • Examine the feasibility of a UMW green fee for students on an annual basis.
  • Examining AASHE STARS with a focus on the practicality of its implementation.
  • Finding a student to serve on the master plan committee to represent sustainability.

Education and Outreach
  • Implementing sustainability into Fredericksburg City Schools, particularly the 6th grade science curriculum where there is no SOL requirement.
  • Promoting the Keep the Ban campaign in the Fredericksburg area and examining the possibility of a university stance on the issue.
  • Moving the ‘do one thing’ campaign into another semester.
  • Possibly adding an Environmental Problems course with a focus on sustainability to the permanent curriculum.
  • Creating a USGBC student group on campus.

Innovation and Awareness
  • Create and conduct a campus-wide survey about what it would take to get more students involved in sustainability.
  • Promoting awareness of the other wildlife that shares our campus through possibilities such as a butterfly garden or a wildlife walk.

Operation
  • Examine the feasibility of operating UMW events at the certified green event level.
  • Researching renewable energy options at UMW.
  • Working to find a way to compost waste from our dining hall.
  • Finding a way to supply our dining services with more local produce.